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M ar k et s f r et over Feder al Reser ve's
appr oach u n der n ew ch air Pow ell

Global m easu r es t o con f r on t t h e
st ock slide

Investors are starting to doubt whether they can count on the

Due to new regulations in the EU that require
ETFs to have Key Information Description, SPY
won?t be available for retail investors in the
continent. The Key Information Description, or
KID, is used for risk and cost assessment. Being
in line with the Package Retail and
Insurance-based Investment Products will help
to shape a more efficient market.

protective embrace of an accommodative U.S. central bank when
markets go haywire.
Federal Reserve chairman Jerome Powell has said little about the
sharp fall in Wall Street stocks this month, besides offering the
platitude at his swearing-in ceremony last week that "we will
remain alert to any developing risks to financial stability."
"I don't think it is a coincidence that this occurred at the same
time as we saw the passing of the baton between two different
Fed chairs,"- said Kristina Hooper.
The notion that the Fed would always be there to prop up
shell-shocked markets prompted the notion of a Fed "put" option
under three prior Fed leaders - Janet Yellen, Ben Bernanke and
Alan Greenspan.

So far it seems to be good news for European
ETFs that have struggled to match the
American returns. Despite being quite a blow,
this could also benefit the American market as
it should stop it from overheating and creating
an environment prone to a market bobble.

"There was definitely a Yellen put, and it remains to be seen
whether there will be a Powell put,"- said Hooper.
The Fed now faces pressure to move more quickly to guard
against a possible overheating of the economy, as the Fed's
balance sheet and global interest rates still bear the tide marks
of emergency policies.
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Hedge Fu n d VS Eu r ope

Bridgewater Associates LP now has wagers
valued at more than $14 billion that stocks will
decline in the region after it disclosed a $1
billion short bet against Munich-based
engineering firm Siemens AG. The value of the
firm?s short bets in Europe has more than
quadrupled this month and also includes a
wager against the German sportswear
manufacturer Adidas AG. Bridgewater has been
building positions against Italian companies
including Intesa Sanpaolo SpA, Enel SpA and
Eni SpA ahead of national elections in March.
That vote is unlikely to produce a clear winner,
hindering the country?s ability to produce
economic reforms. The firm is also betting
against energy, manufacturing and construction
firms in Europe. Ray Dalio?s, hedge fund
founder, warned at Davos that the Dollar?s recent
weakness is adding stimulation to an already
stimulated global market. When someone with
such a big weight in the markets like Ray Dalio
makes an investment of this, surely the markets
will adjust and respond in one way or another. It
is up to us to wait and see its repercussions.
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Sau di Jan u ar y in f lat ion ju m ps t o 3.0
per cen t on VAT, gasolin e pr ice h ik e

Saudi Arabia?s annual consumer price
inflation rate jumped to 3.0% in
January

after

the

government

introduced a 5% value-added tax and
hiked domestic gasoline prices, official
data showed on Sunday.

The statistics agency changed the base
year for the consumer price index to
2013 from 2007 last month and
adjusted the basket of goods and
services, making direct comparisons
with previous months difficult.

But the new tax and higher gasoline
prices clearly pushed up inflation
sharply.The Annual inflation was just
0.4% in December, according to
previously released data using the old
basket.
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An ot h er year , an ot h er let t er f r om Ber k sh ir e, an ot h er lesson f r om t h e Or acle

Warren Buffett, Berkshire Hathaway?s Chairman and
CEO published his annual letter to all the
shareholders of the company this Saturday, February
24th. In the letter, Warren points his views on the
economy, healthcare and tax policy, potential
successors, and his portfolio. Warren begins
explaining the net worth of Berkshire during the year of 2017, that reached $65.3 billion, $36
billion of which came from the company operations whilst the remaining $29 billion were
gained fromlast December?s U.S. tax reform. He also explains their recent drought of
acquisitions and that Berkshire will have opportunities to make very large purchases in the
future, however, for now, the market is lacking good underpriced deals. Despite a rough year
where natural disasters dented his insurance businesses and forced him to join forces with
Amazon?s CEO Jeff Bezos and JP Morgan Chase?s Executive Director Jamie Dimon,Berkshire
Hathaway had $116 billion in cash and short-term Treasury bills at the end of 2017 compared
to $86.4 billion at the end of 2016, the letter revealed. Warren also states that ?almost 90% of
Berkshire?s investments are made in the United States. America's economic soil remains
fertile.?, giving a rare glimpse of the top-down view on the U.S. economy from the man who's
mastered bottom-up analysis. At the end of the letter, Buffett explains his succession plan: Ajit
Jain and Greg Abel will be directors of Berkshire and also Vice Chairmans. Ajit is now
responsible for insurance operations, and Greg oversees the rest of the businesses whilst
"Charlie and [Warren] will focus on investments and capital allocation."
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FTSE 100
Much alike the other indexes,
FTSE 100 performance has
had a couple of tough weeks
which showed by the
difficulty that it had
recovering from the fall that
ended on a year bottom on
February 9th. The release of
the Barclays result on 21stof
February came to lighten up
the mood of bearish
sentiment.
Dow Jones Indust rial
Average
DJI Average had an incredible
week this time, ending the
bear trend that had been
tormenting the market. This
recent performance helped
the benchmark US equity
markets to score a second
weekly win, the first time
since Jan. 26th. This could be
a sing that the long bear
trend could be a correction
and not the start of long run
bear market as investors
feared.
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Falling bond yields were also
said to have supported
sentiment on equities this
week as 10-year yields eased
from a four-year highs. But
others, warned, however, that
with bond yields within
touching distance of 3%

equities could be set for a
tough slog higher.
Euro St oxx 50
Europe experienced a smooth
rise this week. The Euro
Stoxx 50 Index, Europe's
leading ?blue-chip? index for
the Eurozone, closed last
Friday?s session gaining
0.28% with 36 members up
and 13 down. Whilst Wall
Street is still adapting to its
first 10% correction in two
years, U.S. equity funds
continue to suffer outflows,
according to Bank of America
Merrill Lynch, and the money
is turning its way towards
Europe. Looking at the bigger
picture, historical data shows
that, unlike U.S. companies,
those in the Euro Stoxx 50
have performed ?horribly?
along the years. These 50
companies?revenue declined
1.3% annually from 2010 to
2017, registering a small
earnings?increase of 0.3% a
year due to cuts in cost.
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S&P500

Nikkie 225

The SP500 has formed Adam
and Adam double bottom
pattern. Adam pattern is very
similar to a W shaped
reversal pattern except for the
two related bullish spikes that
distinguish the pattern from
the W bullish. Point 1 and
Point 3 form the basis while
point 2 is a continuation
point. The POC is formed
within 2688-2700 zone and
the price could spike from the
zone towards 2727 (point 2).
A 4h close above 2727 should
target 2772 followed by 2808
on a further bullish
momentum.

The Nikkei 225, which
represents most widely quoted
average of Japanese equities,
similar to the Dow Jones
Industrial Average, got some
serious results in two weeks,
reaching almost 3% from our
last newsletter until today,
and about 5% since its bottom
on February the 13th. A
major bullish spike, started
February the 14th, and lasted
about 2 days, marking a good
impulse leg for a Fibonacci
pattern and estimation of
some supports around it.
While earnings season
continues especially in places
such as Australia, investors
are already looking beyond
the latest, generally strong,
updates in the wake of the
cross-market uncertainty that
has developed this month. A
preliminary Japanese
purchasing manager?s index
reading eased to 54 in
February from 54.8. A
reading above 50 indicates
economic expansion and the
figure is still close to a
four-year high.

Source: Bloomberg

St ock of t h e Week
The stock of the week award goes to United Rentals. 2017 results presented adjusted earnings of $10.59 per
share (excluding the benefit associated with the enacted tax reform) missed the Zacks Consensus Estimate
of $10.60. The company reported net sales of $6.64 billion, up 15.3% year over year. The top line slightly
surpassed the Zacks Consensus Estimate of $6.60 billion. In 2018 some expect this company to rise
substancially their revenues along with an increase in the cash flow, net cash and EBITDA.
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W TI Oil
As of today, it is clear that the
American Oil Boom is
affecting Saudi Arabia more
than it was previously
estimated as the State-run
company considerd to send U.S
crude to the Asian market. As
American oil supply keeps
growing, it will be interesting
to watch OPECs next move to
crank up prices. The
Commoditie topped at 61,90
usd/ bbl. In February 20thafter
making a small recovery from
the worst that it has traded
this year at 59,19 usd/ bbl.

GOLD

towards the Federal Reserve.
However, last session, the
dollar slipped against its major
peers as sign of growing
confidence that Fed?s newest
chair Jerome Powell (who is
making his first major
appearance after Janet Yellen
has gone out) and its team
won?t rush to raise future
interest rates. Alongside with
that, the British pound
advanced 0.11% to $1.397
after U.K. Prime Minister
Theresa May won the backing
of her divided Brexit cabinet to
seek adeal on trade
regulations with the European
Union.

The recovery of the dollar this
week had its effects on the
Commodity right after a steep
climb emphasizing the
bearish sentiment and turning
it into a more volatile
investment. Despite the
appreciation in the American
currency, it wasn?t enough of a
rise to upset the overall
expectation of a rate hike from
the FED in March.

GBP/ USD
After the brief correction of
major stock markets caused by
January?s Fed meeting, during
which the committee said that
"further gradual adjustments"
in monetary policy would be
necessary particularly given
the progress of inflation,
investors attention was pointed
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EUR/ USD

USD/JPY

The EUR/ USD pair ended the week
lower than what it had started, and
this has led to fear and uncertainty
on whether this leg lower would
continue in the coming week.The
previous week had seen the focus
firmly on the dollar as the
anticipation over the future rate
hikes from the Fed began to gain in
credence and this led the pair lower.
It managed to find some support in
the 1.2240 region in due course of
time but it remains to be seen how
long this support would hold.

Since our last newsletter, the
USD/ JPY or ?Ninja?, dropped about
3% on February the 16th, reaching a
low point only seen before 2 years
ago. During this period, The Bank of
Japan (BOJ) and the Japanese
government is comfortable with the
sharp appreciation of Yen exchange
rate, indicate Aso's comments.
Further, investors fear the Fed may
have to normalize the policy at a
faster rate in response to rising price
pressures, and that could lead to a
hard landing. The list of dollar
bearish factors also includes fiscal
profligacy, twin deficits, rising
threat of a trade war. Thus,
USD/ JPY could extend the slide to
103.00-102.00 levels as discussed in
January. A long-run bearish
breakdown on the charts also looks
like a done deal. Since that
tumultuous period, the ?Ninja?
recovery seems to have gathered
pace, tracking the rising yields, but
the bullish reversal is still not
confirmed, indicates technical
charts. Having bottomed out at
105.55 on Friday, the pair is now
trading at 107.75. Despite the 2.08
percent rise, the pair is still down
3.2 percent from the January high of
113.39. The relative strength index
(RSI), though rising, is still well
below 50.00 (in bearish territory).
So, only a close above 108.50 would
signal bullish trend reversal and
open doors for a sustained rise to
110.00 and above. The pair may
close above 108.50 if the Fed
minutes (due today) offer insight into
why the officials added the word
"further" twice to their statement.

The dollar had a strong week as it
was able to gain even against the
euro even though the euro had been
rising and had been bullish due to
the improvement in the incoming
data and also due to the expectation
that the QE tapering is around the
corner and we are about to see the
ECB begin to raise rates from next
year.rs are paying from the next
year.
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Brexit - W hat you should know
Fir st of all, w h at is Br exit ?
Brexit is an abbreviation that was
created during the pro and against
campaigns of the exit of the United
Kingdom from the European Union.

How an d w h en did it t ak e place?

Fábio Zeferino
Financial Market
Director

"There are different
opinionson this
matter: some say
that the UK economy
will suffer drastically
and otherssay that
the effect won't be
that harmful."

The decision was resolved with a
referendum that took place on 23rd of
June 2016, counting with the votes of
17,4 million people. The result of the
referendum ended up stating that
51,9% were pro Brexit; and 48,1%
wanted to stay within the European
Union. David Cameron, who is pro
European Union, decided to resign
along with the defeat of his ideals.
Theresa May, ex-minister of the
Interior, won the internal race in the
Conservative Party and was nominated
Prime Minister.

Wh at ar e t h e r eason s beh in d
Br exit ?
Because of the circumstances that
characterized our lives, and still
do,such as: war, crises and hunger, an
added reality was created refugees.
The tremendous wave of migration
that is currently happening has only
been preceded since the Second World
War. In search of better lives, people
have been trying to migrate to safer
places like Europe. The thing is, this
scares Europeans, they feel insecure
and this often leads to xenophobia
against the refugees.
Brexit was highly focused on this issue,
in that the United Kingdom needed to
have stronger frontiers, since the
British population, in general, thought
that immigration was too easy.

Besides xenophobia there was also
some kind of injustice felt by Brexit
supporters: they felt like the European
Union
created
unfair
situations
between its members, since the
stronger economies had "to sustain"
the weaker economies, such as
Portugal, Spain, Italy and Greece.
Last but not least, it is known that the
British have a strong sense of
nationalism, this could also have
influenced their decision to stay out of
the European Union. It is a fact that
they never had a steady participation
in the EU. They never joined the euro;
they didn't fully participate in the
Schengen deal, which was not
originally part of the European Union,
but since 1997 became part of the
legal framework; which created an
area of ??free circulation of people
between European countries without
the need of a passport.

How w ill it af f ect t h e Un it ed
Kin gdom ?
There are different opinions on this
matter: some say that the UK economy
will suffer drastically and others say
that the effect won't be that harmful.
In my opinion, also influenced by the
analysis of the IMF, the UK economy
will suffer greatly. They have a wide
and solid business network within the
EU, by exiting, they lose their
privileges. It's hard to believe that the
British economy will stand on its
ground despite losing those privileges,
only attainable by staying within the
biggest economic bloc.
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Brexit - W hat you should know
British producers can expect to lose
some buyers that will still be members
of the EU and they will witness an
increase in export prices, which will
diminish their profits and their
competitiveness worldwide.

Fábio Zeferino
Financial Market
Director

"There are different
opinionson this
matter: some say
that the UK economy
will suffer drastically
and otherssay that
the effect won't be
that harmful."

Financially the UK will also suffer a
great deal. Their banks will, and have
already started, to feel some pressure,
as investment decreases. IMF has also
calculated a strong increase on
unemployment levels and in the short
term a decrease in the sterling's price.

How w ill it af f ect t h e EU?
The future of European workers living
in the UK is a crucial and delicate
problem. Brexit's debate was based on
the issue of the control of British
borders so this raises a general
concern for Europeans living in the UK.

Brexit will certainly weaken the
European Union as an economic bloc.
The United Kingdom has one of the
strongest
and
most
dynamic
economies in Europe.
In a more radical point of view, the
victory of Brexit can stimulate a
referendum in other countries of the
EU. This could further damage the
economic bloc and ultimately it could
be the first step, in a more
catastrophic view, towards the end of
the EU.
As it was mentioned before, the British
borders are expected to tighten,
making it more difficult for the entry of
refugees from conflict regions, like
Syria.

